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Ms word 2007 multiple choice questions answers

Multiple choice answers examples. Ms word 2007 multiple choice questions and answers pdf. What is ms word 2007 and its features.
45. All Capsd. None of these - ANSWER & EXPLACATIONNANSWER: CEXPLANATION OPTION: NO ANSWER DESCRIPTION AREVIED FOR THIS QUESTION. Visualize Botan. Delete the item selected permanently without placing the item in the recycling bin. Which of the following alternatives is a refinement of Absolute Lula? 38. Where can you
change vertical alignment? 1 Line and 1 column - Answer and explanation: Option Dexplanation: No describing answer to this question. Indicates whether the extended selection mode is on or off. Enterc. Most people with the neuritis is completely recovering, sometimes without any treatment. What is the number of lines that you can define for a drop
cover? 21. 90. Medically revised by Christopher Melinosky, MD on December 16, 2020 ms is a problem with the immunological system called autoimmune disease. Barb menu. Great, text, styles, macrosb. What is the standard source used in the MS Word document? Keep a invention C. 50. to mark the innio and the end of a P. Rightb Page. 53. 87. 61.
Margin that is added external part of the Planning when printing - answer and explanation: CEXPLANATION OPTION: NO ANSWER DESCRIPTION TO THIS QUESTION. Assign a keyboard shortcut to the macrod. A character raised and smaller above the base line is known as A. Case C. 2 lines and 1 column. How can you insert a sound file into your
Word document? If you need to change the letter type of a document, which menu you will choose? Sadbolo. Stylesd. Boxb DIATURE PARAGRAPH. MS-Word automatically moves the text to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the screen and is it called? Which of the following alternatives is not a type of margin of padga? 39. AUTFIT TO
WINDOW - Answer and explanation: Cexplanation Option: No describing answer to this question. To drop all letters Status Barc. You can define different formats of the number of pânão for different sections. Paragraph. Sinãs and old words D. Small complement complement which will be installed later if you need them C. Bard of the tool. Which is
the function of Ctrl+R in the word MS A. 8 and 64 C. Delinedd. All options above - ANSWER & EXPLACATIONANANSWER: Option Dexplanation: No describing answer to this question. 35b. Enter keyc. Document - Answer and explanation: Bexplanation Option: No answer describing available for this question. Times New Roman B. 20d. No help in
other problems, such as loss of vision, feeling or force. A positive attitude can decrease your stress and help you feel better. Exercise timing like tai chi and yoga can relax and provide more energy, equilibrium and flexibility. GRATHRATIC OPTIONSB. None of the above options - Answer and explanation: Dexplanation Option: No describing answer to
this question. 32. How many ways to save a document? 66. Newb. Dropcap means A. ãrianial ?? Data editing ?? 49. To improve the general appearance of document D. 42. You can define the rod of different. Toolsc. To allow the heads and rods of the Panigan to appear in the document when printed. Indicates whether the external text is glued to the
document or no. Small covers B. to Wordb. 79. Which of the following sets of sounds would be more likely to contain a mathematical samble as a sign of degree, greater than or equal to or a Greek letter? About half of the people with the condition will be neuritis at least once. Tools B. 33. None of these - Answer and explanation: Option Dexplanation:
No describing answer to this question. 10 C. 20 - Answer and explanation: Bexplanation Option: No answer describing available for this question. Of INSERT -> Opost Object D. Menu Option to change the marginsd of the padgina. 62. Automal text entrances D. 55 - Answer and explanation: Bexplanation Option: None Describing displayable for this
question. Word winding. 18. Click twice on the left edge of the column. 2 and 1 C. Why is it used to be used to € - Answer and explanation: Dexplanation Option: No describing answer to this question. If you need to double a word, how are you far? "Editing data source data? It makes the selected text boldd. Grammar OpioSd. It is for the format menu
and then the source option. 60. Domd. 45c. Which of the following tasks © Performed using markers? In the Insert Menu, choose the number of the Panigan and specify the required settingb. Described. CÃ © Lulas B. Formating Toolbar C. D. D. Toolbar Stop Buttons Answer and Explanation: CEXPLANATION Option: No describing answer to this
question. What is the source size of the source you can ask for any character or effects. Applied in a document is not visible in A. Press ES to disable. Release Capd. Buttonb. 163 B. INSERT -> Sound Menu Optionb. Arga © Lia D. 35. Documentd. 12. First, first, Second and third degree of people with the disease so a higher risk of obtaining it. Some
scientists think people can get motiple sclerosis because they are born In with genes that make their bodies react to a trigger in the environment. None of the above options - ANSWER & EXPLACATIONANANSWER: CEXPLANATION OPTION: NO ANSWER DESCRIPTION TO THIS QUESTION. PACRA. None of the above options - Answer and
Explanation: Bexplanation Option: No describing answer to this question. None of the above options - ANSWER & EXPLACATIONANANSWER: Option Aexplanation: No describing response to this question. 54. Orientationb. 4. 83. Raiseb. In MS-Word Shift Shift+Delete © Used for A. 1.5D. Office 2003b. Print Previewd. 19. Ctrl+Down Arrowd. Bold B.
8 and 72b. About 25% of people with the condition end up needing a wheelchair. your mom. Wordart C. Spelling Suggestions Which of the following botans will allow you to add, exclude or change records to your data source? To define the indentsc. What does the EXT indicator in the MS Word status bar indicate? 1.25c. The world of lines of lines and
columns that a word table can have © A. 15. Glue Special B. 4. $ at $ 1c. Classify C. Type to Biographyb. 6. Which of the following statements is false? All Above - Answer and Explanation: Option Dexplanation: No describing response to this question. 84. Source - Answer and Explanation: Option Aexplanation: No answer describing available for this
question. 15c. The MS Office is the A application software in the format menu, choose bullets and numeration and set the required settingc. To quickly jump to the specific location in the document - Answer and explanation: Dexplanation Option: No describing response to this question. A sentence. The portrait and the landscape are A. Click the
switch between heder and footer and type the text. To define Tabsb. None of the above options - Answer and Explanation: Cexplanation Option: No describing response to this question. What is the part of a document in which you define certain options of formation of the pânão? SuperScript - Answer and explanation: Option Dexplanation: No
describing answer to this question. 88. in the first Pagnab. 6 and 68 - Answer and Explanation: Option Aexplanation: No describing answer to this question. In Em, he attacks the rebro and the spinal cord. Doctors still do not understand why people receive the disease, but the gene, the environment of a person and possibly attempts can play a role.
The researchers think that the Em can be a condition that parents can give their children through genes. 75. Tablec. Your mother can treat it with sterling to combat inflammation in the nerve. THE It usually happens with one eye at a time, although it may affect both at the same time. 82. What is the left place of the horizontal scroll bar? Short,
repetitive. Together with Other treatments such as physical therapy, rehabilitation and speech therapy can help you keep your symptoms under control and live an active life. Most people who are usually written without help. F2C. 77. to mark the end of a documentb pans. Selecting the text means, selecting? Quitc. A store model: A. converts the
selected text in the next larger size of the same fontb. 51. Edit B. Allows you to choose the clipart to insert in the document. To allow the heads and rods of the Planage to appear in the document when it is printed - answer and explanation: Option Dexplaision: No response described to this question. Docc. To mark a bigger document more readable B.
The Thesaurus tool on MS Word is used for A. 71. Small programs created in MS-Word to automate repetitive tasks using VBA B. Shift + Enterd. When inserting the number of the pamy on the rod, he appeared 1, but you want to show. DIARGE DIRECTION BOX D. Section C. Indicators B. 78. Web Viewd layout. 3 B. 1 and 1b. What do you mean with
vertical separation between columns? Format - Answer and Explanation: Cexplanation Option: No describing response to this question. All options above - ANSWER & EXPLACATIONANANSWER: Option Dexplanation: No describing answer to this question. 57. Suggested spelling. 14. Mistplelledd. Sheetc. 85. 80. Trueb. 23. 70. Superscriptb. Which
guide in the source dialog box contains options to apply source effects? Margind. Full Document - Answer and explanation: Bexplanation Option: No answer describing available for this question. TXT - Answer and explanation: Bexplanation Option: No disposition described displayable for this question. Using the mouse or keyboard, perform the task
you want to automate. Update the current Web Pagec. Centerc. For that the heads and rods of the Panigan appear in the document when it is printed - answer and explanation: Dexplanation Option: No describing answer to this question. Which menu enters enter Can it be used to change the size and letter type of the character? And you can not take
it from someone else. 40b. See C. Zerob. 22. #A #1 - Answer and explanation: Bexplanation Option: No answer describing display for this question. Words of Sinthos and Antonm - Answer and Explanation: Bexplanation Option: No answer describing available for this question. Once they are exposed to him, his immunological system begins to direct
his own tissues. Some studies have also suggested that many vãrus - such as measles, herpes and flu - may be on. All Above - Answer and Explanation: Cexplanation Option: No describing answer to this question. Great for Text Processor A. Tools - Answer and Explanation: Cexplanation Option: No describing answer to this question. WingDings C.
Page Setupb. Press the F8 key for sometimes select A. "Edit" ?? Which shortcut key is used to mark MS-Word A. Autofit in ContentSC. Top - Answer and explanation: Bexplanation Option: No describing answer to this question. Data Sourceb. Programming language you can use to customize MS-Word D. Text effects B. 67. 6 and 72D. 68. Dotb. 12 and
72D. What is the goal of inserting upload and rod in the document? 76. Click twice on the column's upload. To mark the match and the end of Pageb. 10b. How can you do this? 12 and 64 - Answer and explanation: Option AexplaNation: No disposition described displayable for this question. 52. 15 D. 36. To mark the end of a document B. Division
Botads - Answer and Explanation: Bexplanation Option: No response described to this question. It inserts a clipart image into documentb. The number of lines of lines and columns in the MS Word document is A. How can you disable the extended selection mode? Vista C. Do a computer search at Media Centerd. What is the number of lines to release
to the drop cover? No exercise that you feel exhausted. It is always a good idea to eat a healthy and well balanced diet as well. A paragraph B. 13. Think about what good treatment should work, any possible side effects, how you will take over therapy and how it fits your lifestyle. Your mother is a good source of information about the different types of
treatments. A marker is an item or place in the document that you identify a name for future reference. Which of the following task is done using favorites? Incorporate sources C. to quickly jump into a specific location in document C. All above - answer and explanation: Option Aexplanation: No describing response to this question. D. Botader a text
processor would probably be used to make A. Viewb. Word.exeb. 27. If you want to track different editions of a document, what resources do you use? 9 PTB. 8 and 68c. 86. FALSE - Answer and explanation: Option Aexplanation: No answer describing available for this question. Fixed width of column B. A marker is an item or location in the document
you identify as a name for future reference. Which is the smallest and largest source size disposed of the source size tool in the format toolbar? All Above - Answer and Explanation: Option Dexplanation: No describing response to this question. Which of the following alternatives is not a viral version of the MS Office? 2 lines and 2 columnd. 40. The
Synamic tool in MS Word is used for ... formatd. formatsc. 9. Borders can be applied to .. msword.exec. Always check with your mother before starting a new fitness routine. The macros are: A. dãª ã macro a namec. 31. But there is no clear proof of a connection. The first signs of warning can be dramatic-or so light that a person does not even notice
them. The most common symptoms include: warning signs Being: Dragged speeches are not able to move part of their body, called paralysis paralysis With the information and processing information of disease worsening, other symptoms may include sensitivity to heat, fatigue and changes in thought. STANDARD TOOLBARC. 58. 1 - Answer and
explanation: Option Aexplanation: No disposition described displayed for this question. Insert Menu - Answer and Explanation: Bexplanation Option: No describing answer to this question. 59. Ctrl+left arrowc. 73. Execute - Answer and explanation: Bexplanation Option: No describing answer to this question. The key to protecting your vision is taking
the problem early. What is the extension of files created in MS-Word 97-2003 A. Which menu can you insert. 8. Added margin is right margin when printing. in each paginated. 25.! THE !! D. All Above - Answer and Explanation: Bexplanation Option: No describing answer to this question. 44. 20. to automatically start each paragraph with the capital
Letterc. B. 14 ptd menu. In Word, for what the ruler helps? Which key should be pressed to start a new parangraph on MS-Word? A1 B. None of the above - Answer and explanation: Option Aexplanation: No answer describing disposed for this question. What is the gutter margin? 4c. 10C. 7. If you are displaying or printing your document on another
computer, make sure to be sure and select the _____________ option on the 'save' tab. 2 and 2D. Close the current window. It is often the first symptom that someone has in. 2. In the option of insertion -> File menu C. Select the text and choose format >> source and the source tab open the underlined style and choose double underline - answer and
explanation : Dexplanation Option: No describing answer to this question. Autofit for Columnd. Both ABOVED. Open the underlined style and choose Double Underlinec. 34. that the heads and rods are used to the document? Print the view of the layout. 8 and 72 B. Create a one For the selected item - Answer and explanation: Option AEXPLANATION:
No describing answer to this question. What happens when you click Insert >> Image >> Clip Art? 69. Create D. to automate the width of column A. Versions C. ã? Â Â ° Â½? Highlight. None of these - ANSWER & EXPLACATIONANANSWER: Bexplanation Option: No describing answer to this question. You can define a head and rod © different for
the last punch of a section. Which of these toolbars allows the change of sources and their sizes? UNDEFINA - Answer and explanation: Option AexplaNation: No disposition described displayed for this question. They can also recommend support groups in and other professionals who can help it. The main objective of deep brain stimulation for the
EM is relieving tremors, or tremendous that you can control. Speech Suggestions C. This adds a line break to the document. Save Sources - Answer and Explanation: Option Aexplanation: No answer describing available for this question. Down Keyb cursor. Any of the ABOV - Answer & ExplainSwer: Option Dexplanation: No describing answer to this
question. To add hyperlinks to a web D. 26. Domance Terms and Conditions Get in touch with 2022 Â © Meritnotes Terms and Conditions at home contact 2022 Â © Meritnotes Mcq MS Word Edit 1 . 12 PTC. See menuc. It is possible _______ a data source before running a mix. Save the true fontsd type. Using the Find command in Word, can we
search? Which bar is usually located below this bar of the title that offers categorized options? Open the Boxb Impressive DIARGE BOX. Word2003.exed. Which option in the suspended file menu is used to close a file on MSWord? 3b. Regular He opens the art Taskbard clip. Exit - Answer and Explanation: Option No describing answer displayed for
this question. Sadbolo. C. 17. margin that is added next to the pandin's ligament when printing. Layout of the D. Great tools in words like mail - mix - - AEXPLANATION: No answer describing available for this question. What is the standard left margin in the Word 2003 document? By pattern, in which pamigan is the wall or the rod. 24. Click on the
format tool of the pânate number and specify the necessary configuration. Apply formation to italic t the selected text - Answer and explanation: CEXPLANATION OPTION: NO ANSWER DESCRIPTION ARMINED FOR THIS QUESTION. 16. Standardb. 16038 D. can cause: eye vision pain of the vision vision in a look, if you notice any of these
symptoms, tell your mother immediately. Press the PageDown key and type the text to Footerc. Raised C. 2D. To add ¢ nodoras on the web pagec. Why fall the lids are used in the document? None of these - ANSWER & EXPLACATIONNANSWER: CEXPLANATION OPTION: NO ANSWER DESCRIPTION AREVIED FOR THIS QUESTION. 48. 74. 2 and
1c. Sizec paper. Incorporate the true fontsb type. Copy the selected itemc. Grammatically incorrect. Winword.exe - Answer and explanation: Option Dexplanation: No describing answer to this question. In MS Word to move the insertion point for the use of the next command Word used © A. 89. Buttonc. Impression Visualization - Answer and
Explanation: Option Dexplanation: No describing answer to this question. in alternative PAGEC. After entering the text of the hair, how can you quickly enter the footnote text? Reading Viewb. To make the document large more legisible - Answer and explanation: Cexplanation Option: No describing response to this question. Orientationb Page. 2 and
2 - Answer and Explanation: Option Aexplanation: No disposition described displayable for this question. Ask your mother what food is right for you. It is the inflammation of the nerve that connects its eyes to its re -rebro. Which resource helps you insert the of the transfer area as a text without any formation in MS Word? 47. Keep an account of
money spent - Answer and explanation: Option Aexplanation: no response description description For this question. Formatingc. a whole sentence. Scroll Bar - Answer and explanation: Option Aexplanation: No describing answer to this question. 43. Peripheral. To mark the innio of a Pagec. Arial C. Ctrl+Rightarrowb. 55. Which file starts MS Word?
29. But there may be a time when you need to use a cane or walker to make it easier. Closed. 63. Click Double Underline Tool in Formating Toolbard. CAPSCRIPTD. 1638c. Source Guide D. 1 and 2D. Subscribed - Answer and explanation: Option Aexplain: No answer describing disposed for this question. To add hyperlinks to webpaged. None of these ANSWER & EXPLACATIONANANSWER: Option AexplaNation: No disposition described displayed for this question. Instead of directing only bacton, varchus and other invaders, the immunological system mistakenly attacks the body's own tissues. Which of the following is the grain solution for text processors? 72. Insert D. Format Painter - Answer
and Explanation: Option Aexplanation: No answer describing available for this question. Left D. Rename the selected items. Sinãs and Antonyms Wordsc. To make the document big more legacy. 50D. How many columns can you insert into a Word document in the mother? F9 - Answer and explanation: CEXPLANATION OPTION: NO ANSWER
DESCRIPTION AREVIED FOR THIS QUESTION. By word, the list of discussion is known as ____________. Personalized Word Command Configuration C. Autocorrection was originally designed to replace _________ words as you type. 1 and 1 B. 15d. 1b. WebDings D. 2 - Answer and explanation: Bexplanation Option: No answer describing display for this
question. To improve the general appearance of the document. Press Enter to Disable - Answer and Explanation: Option Oexplanation: No response described to this Office 2007 D. None of these - Answer&ExplanationAnswer:Option BExplanation : No answer description available for this question. Comece a gravar - - CEXPLANATION: No answer
describing available for this question. Changed trail. Botan - Answer and Explanation: Option Dexplanation: No describing answer to this question. Text C. Press del to disable. To get to the 'Sadbolo' DIARGE BOX, click the ______ menu and choose 'Symbol'. Modifyb. B. Itamic edits C. Which of the following is the second step in the creation of a
macro? To start a paragraph with a large initial captain Caãdo Letterd. Which of the following is not a source style? 65. Return of the car's return. If other people in your Famãlia have the disease, it is more likely that you get it at some point. No, but there are many medications that may prevent the disease from getting worse for a while. Twice click
on the right border of column C. 5. What option is not available to the car table insertion behavior? A word D. Clipartb. Margin that is added to the left margin when printing. 81. Setupc of Panigan. CTRL + ENTER - Answer and explanation: Bexplanation Option: No describing answer to this question. 30. to improve the general appearance of the
document. Clip ArtC. 64. Close the current window. None of the above options - ANSWER & EXPLACATIONANANSWER: CEXPLANATION OPTION: NO ANSWER DESCRIPTION TO THIS QUESTION. What is the standard source size of a new Word document based on the normal model? You can define a different way for the first punch of a section Answer and explanation: Option AexplaNation: No response describing for this question. F1b. 10. 3. 1. A. The Microsoft Word Ctrl+W's shortcut key is used for A. But this can happen to people who are also other than other problems, so that it does not automatically mean that someone © M have or get ms. 37. Open the Boxb Impressive DIARGE
BOX. Data Sheet D. Space of - Answer and explanation: CEXPLANATION OPTION: NO ANSWER DESCRIPTION AREVIED FOR THIS QUESTION. Which is the function of Ctrl + B in MS -WORD A. 41. Press F8 again to disable C. 56. CEXPLANATION: No answer describing available for this question. 11. 28. 20 - Answer and explanation: Option
Aexplanation: No describing answer to this question. In the format menu, choose the source option and, on the font tab, open the underlined style and select the double sublinming. Indicates whether extended complements are installed on MS Word or NOTC. F7D. 46. Data - Answer and Explanation: Cexplanation Option: No describing answer to this
question. question.
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